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Introduction
At the centre of Canada, Lake Winnipeg is the world’s 10th largest freshwater lake, a majestic
water body with a watershed that spans two countries, four provinces, four states and over
100 Indigenous nations. It is a lake that matters to Manitoba families – it defines our
province’s geography, drives our economy, shapes our cultures and supports our biodiversity.
Lake Winnipeg supports a $25 million fishing industry and a $100 million tourism industry. It
is the third largest hydroelectric reservoir in the world, generating hundreds of millions of
dollars’ worth of power. Lake Winnipeg’s health affects property values and the success of
businesses in shoreline municipalities. Ten Manitoba provincial parks are located around the
lake’s south basin. Dozens of lakeshore communities depend on Lake Winnipeg for their
drinking water and for subsistence fisheries. Lake Winnipeg is home to multiple First Nations
and Metis communities whose cultures are defined by this vast inland sea. The health and
prosperity of Manitoba’s communities depends on the health of Lake Winnipeg.
The Lake Winnipeg Foundation (LWF) is an environmental non-governmental organization
working to restore and protect the health of Lake Winnipeg and its watershed. Leveraging the
expertise of our Science Advisory Council (comprised of leading freshwater researchers) and
the dedication of our broad base of members and volunteers, LWF is nationally recognized for
translating science into solutions that address the root causes of harmful algae blooms.
LWF is pleased to provide this submission to Manitoba Sustainable Development, for
consideration in the development of the Climate and Green Plan.
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Legislated protection of wetlands: a vital conservation measure
With strong and growing agriculture and tourism industries, sustainable prosperity in
Manitoba depends on efficient, cost-effective solutions that keep our farms healthy and our
lakes clean. Manitoba’s government recognizes the crucial link between water-retention
capacity in watersheds and the protection of water quality and reduction in flood damage.
Manitoba’s wetlands provide essential ecological services by retaining and filtering surface
water, mitigating the effects of floods and droughts, and storing carbon. Strong protection of
Manitoba’s threatened wetlands is absolutely necessary to achieve no net loss of waterretention capacity – we cannot hope to improve water quality and flood protection without
first securing the vital ecological services that our province’s remaining wetlands provide.
LWF’s Science Advisory Council is clear that strong legislation is needed to protect Manitoba’s
remaining wetlands. Regulation preventing ongoing drainage of Class 3, 4 and 5
wetlands
wetlands represents the only efficient, costcost-effective means of maintaining current
waterwater-retention capacity and preventing further deterioration to the health of Lake
Winnipeg.
Winnipeg Such an approach will demonstrate strong provincial leadership that works for
both the environment and the economy.
Voluntary incentive programs will not safeguard Manitoba’s most threatened wetlands,
and will
will be costly to maintain in perpetuity. However, with a solid regulatory foundation in
place, incentives can be used to achieve incremental improvements in water quality and
flood protection.

Public funds should not be used to compensate for ongoing damage
Where there is absolutely no alternative to the drainage of protected Class 3, 4 and 5
wetlands for broad socio-economic reasons, robust regulatory mechanisms must be in place
to ensure the re-establishment of all ecological services that have been lost. When wetlands
are destroyed, compensation fees covering 100% of restoration costs must be collected from
drainage proponents.. It is inefficient to use public
p ublic funds dedicated
dedic ated to incentiveincentive-based
programming as compensation for ongoing ecosystem damage.
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Compensating for ongoing wetland loss:
loss: a misuse of public funds
Currently, without legislated protection, wetlands are drained every day in Manitoba; their
ecological services and the benefits they provide to all Manitobans are lost. LWF’s Science
Advisory Council advises strongly against relying solely on incentive programs supported by
public funds to secure the protection of Manitoba’s remaining wetlands. Similarly, public
funds cannot be used to compensate for the ongoing drainage of Manitoba’s wetlands. Such
an approach uses taxpayers’ dollars to justify continued ecosystem destruction, substituting
lower quality restored habitat and resulting in a net loss of ecological services. It represents an
imprudent use of public funds, and works counter to the goals of improved water quality and
flood protection.
We cannot pay to go backwards, by spending more for a net loss of ecological services.

$$$ - compensation

Working farmland

Restored wetland habitat

Native wetland habitat

Habitat value and ecological services
Public dollars must be invested efficiently to realize
realiz e a net gain in ecological services,
carbon storage, water quality and flood protection in Manitoba.
Manitoba.
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Efficient use of public resources
resou rces to improve water retention
In order to improve carbon storage, water quality and flood protection, the provincial
departments of Agriculture and Sustainable Development have been mandated to
implement an incentive program based on the Alternative Land Use Services (ALUS) model.
Originally developed in Manitoba in 2006, the ALUS concept is designed to provide targeted
incentives to farmers to restore ecological services on working farmland, including the
restoration of wetland habitat1.
Designed as such, the program invests public dollars to achieve a net
net gain in ecological
services (i.e. carbon storage, water filtration and flood mitigation) on cultivated land.

$$$ - incentive

Working farmland

Restored wetland habitat

Native wetland habitat

Habitat value and ecological services

1

http://alus.ca/home/about-us/what-is-alus/program-overview/
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Value for money: incentives must build on a solid regulatory foundation
LWF’s Science Advisory Council acknowledges that incentives for wetland restoration on
working farmland could contribute to a net gain of water-retention capacity and attendant
improvements in water quality. However, a net gain is only possible if any further
further loss of
native wetlands is prevented through legislation and regulation.
regulation.
Any incentive programs developed through Manitoba’s Climate and Green Plan must be
evidence-based and targeted to the agricultural areas contributing the highest levels of
phosphorus to Manitoba’s lakes and rivers. Ongoing monitoring is necessary to measure the
ecological impacts of incentive-based programs on the landscape, in order to ensure their
long-term return on investment. This should go beyond measuring the number of projects or
the area covered, and consider impacts in terms of reduced phosphorus loading, reduced
flooding, increased carbon storage and increased biodiversity. Results of such monitoring
programs must be publicly available in a timely and accessible manner.
To achieve the greatest return on investment,
investment, incentive programs
programs should promote best
management practices for water retention in the Red River watershed,
watershed where wetland
loss has been significant, flood damage is considerable and phosphorus loading is high.
Working with partners in the Red River watershed, LWF is developing a credible citizen
science data set that can assist in targeting the investment of public resources to improve
water quality. Designed to supplement long-term government data and inform policy
initiatives like the Climate and Green Plan, Manitoba’s citizen science network is
pinpointing phosphorus hotspots and measuring the impact of best management
practices.
practices To ensure this citizen science data is accessible and can be easily used by
landowners, managers, and decision-makers, it will be shared publicly through the Lake
Winnipeg Basin Information Network, an open-access online data portal.

Madeade-inin-Manitoba:
Manitoba : a Climate and Green Plan that works for Manitobans
Improvements in water quality and flood protection across Manitoba require an evidencebased approach that balances the economy and the environment by:
• first preventing ongoing losses through the legislated protection of Manitoba’s
threatened wetlands, and
• subsequently,
subsequently, providing opportunities for a net gain in ecological services through
incentive-based programming with a high return on investment.
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About the Lake Winnipeg Foundation
Advancing collaborative efforts in research, education, policy and stewardship, LWF is the
only membership-based freshwater organization in Manitoba. LWF’s flagship initiative, the
Lake Winnipeg Health Plan, identifies eight evidence-based actions to improve the health of
Lake Winnipeg – providing a mechanism to sustain co-ordinated action and a blueprint for
cost-effective decision-making for the long-term health of Lake Winnipeg.
Since 2005, LWF’s grants program has been providing support to community partners,
research institutions, educators, and innovative entrepreneurs seeking solutions for a healthy
Lake Winnipeg and watershed. LWF’s outreach program creates educational opportunities to
engage and mobilize Manitobans to protect the ecological, economic and social value of our
beloved lakes and rivers – now and for future generations.

___________________________________________________________________________
Lake Winnipeg Foundation
Alexis Kanu | Executive Director
300-207 Fort Street
ed@lakewinnipegfoundation.org
Winnipeg, MB R3C 1E2
(204) 956-0436
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